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Strategies for Annuities
What is it?
An annuity is a contract between you (the purchaser, or owner) and an insurance company. In its simplest form, you pay money to
an annuity issuer and allocate your money to either fixed or variable investment options. The issuer then pays out the principal
and earnings back to you or to a named beneficiary, either immediately (immediate annuity) or at some time in the future (deferred
annuity). These payments may be in a lump sum, or they can be received over time. Annuities are most commonly used for
retirement savings. However, they can also be used for other long-term savings purposes, such as business planning. Although
annuities can be useful in all of these endeavors, they are not always the most appropriate financial product to meet your needs. It
is important to understand both the advantages and disadvantages of using an annuity in various situations.
Note : Variable annuities are long-term investments suitable for retirement funding and are subject to market fluctuations and
investment risk including the possibility of loss of principal. Variable annuities contain fees and charges including, but not limited to
mortality and expense risk charges, sales and surrender (early withdrawal) charges, administrative fees and charges for optional
benefits and riders.
Note : Variable annuities are sold by prospectus. You should consider the investment objectives, risk, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. The prospectus, which contains this and other information about the variable annuity, can be obtained
from the insurance company issuing the variable annuity, or from your financial professional. You should read the prospectus
carefully before you invest.

Using annuities for retirement planning
Saving for retirement is the most common use of annuities. Tax deferred benefits will allow your dollars to grow faster than a
comparable taxable investment. An annuity can be an excellent tool for this purpose.

Strengths
Here are some reasons why you might want to consider an annuity for retirement savings:
• The earnings are tax deferred. You will typically not begin paying taxes on the earnings until your distributions begin. By this
time, you may be in a lower tax bracket.
• If chosen, annuitized payouts continue for the rest of your life or for the lifetimes of you and your spouse.
• If you work for a small company or are self-employed, you may not have access to a qualified plan. Annuities can be a way
to supplement your Social Security income during retirement.
• There are no legal limits on how much you can invest in an annuity. However, the law does place limits on contribution
amounts for other retirement savings vehicles, such as IRAs .
• Annuities do not have minimum distribution requirements. Other retirement savings vehicles, such as IRAs, require the
holder to begin receiving minimum distributions by age 70½.

Tradeoffs
Annuities also have certain disadvantages when used for retirement planning. It is important to note that payments into an annuity
aren't tax deductible. For this reason, most experts recommend maxing out your contributions to other available retirement plans
before you think about an annuity. In addition, like withdrawals from tax-qualified accounts such as IRAs, annuity withdrawals
made prior to age 59½ are typically subject to a 10 percent early withdrawal penalty, unless an exception applies. If you plan to
retire early, or if you think you might need to access your money before age 59½, you should probably explore other options.

Deciding whether an annuity is an appropriate retirement savings vehicle
Annuities can be a valuable tool for retirement savings, but they are not appropriate for everyone. To help you decide whether an
annuity is right for you, think about each of these questions. If you can answer "yes" to all of them, an annuity may be a good
choice.
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• Are you making the maximum allowable contribution to other qualified plans (e.g., a 401(k) or 403(b) through your employer,
or a Keogh or SEP-IRA if you are self-employed)? These are better tax shelters than an annuity, because they are funded
with pretax dollars.
• Are you making the maximum allowable contribution to an IRA?
• Will you need more retirement income than your current retirement plan(s) will provide? If you begin making the maximum
allowable contributions to both a qualified plan and an IRA in your 30s or early 40s, you may have enough retirement income
without an annuity.
• Are you sure you won't need the money until at least age 59½? Withdrawals made before this age are usually subject to a
10 percent early withdrawal penalty levied by the IRS, unless an exception applies.
• Do you expect to stay in the same tax bracket, or even be shifted to a lower one, when you retire? The earnings on an
annuity are tax deferred, which means you'll pay income tax on them when you start to take distributions. If your tax bracket
will be higher in retirement, it may make sense to choose another investment vehicle that will allow you to pay capital gains
taxes as gains are realized.
• Will you take distributions from your annuity on an ongoing basis throughout your retirement? You typically have the option
of making a lump-sum withdrawal from an annuity, but this is almost always a bad idea. When you take a lump-sum
withdrawal, you'll have to pay taxes on all of the earnings that have built up over the years. If you take gradual distributions,
you pay taxes a little at a time, allowing the rest of the money to continue growing tax deferred.

Placing an annuity inside an IRA
One unique way of using an annuity for retirement savings is to put your annuity funds into an IRA. If your IRA administrator
allows this, you would simply choose an annuity as your investment vehicle (rather than a mutual fund, certificate of deposit, etc.)
when you open your IRA.

Strengths
Annuities provide certain advantages that other IRA investments may not. First of all, an annuity provides an income stream for
life, something you won't find with mutual funds and other investments. In addition, many annuities guarantee a death benefit that
is no less than the total premiums you have paid into the annuity. Investing your IRA dollars in an annuity may also provide a
higher rate of return than other investments, like CDs.
Investing your IRA funds in an annuity also provides one unique advantage over investing directly in an annuity. When you place
an annuity within an IRA, your contributions to the IRA/annuity will be tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. Normally, money
you invest directly in an annuity is not deductible. However, if you are not eligible to make deductible IRA contributions, adding the
annuity component will not change that fact.

Tradeoffs
There are several important arguments against putting your IRA money into an annuity. First, both IRAs and annuities are
tax-deferred investment vehicles. If you are already deferring income taxes by setting up an IRA, you gain no further tax
advantages by investing the IRA funds in an annuity. Second, some annuities, particularly variable annuities, charge a number of
fees for maintenance, among other things. When added to the custodial fees you pay for the IRA itself, these fees can eat up a
portion of the return you might earn on the investment. Third, by putting an annuity within an IRA, you are actually giving up some
of the flexibility that annuities can provide. For example, when you purchase an annuity directly, you are typically not required to
begin taking distributions at any particular time. You can allow funds to continue growing indefinitely. However, when you put an
annuity inside an IRA, you must begin taking distributions no later than age 70½. Also, IRAs place a limit on contribution amounts.
Non-IRA annuities do not limit the amount of money you can invest.

The bottom line
Most experts agree that you should first fund your deductible IRA and other available retirement plans, such as 401(k)s. When you
have to decide how your IRA or 401(k) funds will be invested, choose an investment mix that makes you comfortable. You can
typically find a mutual fund that provides an appropriate level of risk and return. But in most cases, don't choose an annuity as an
investment vehicle for your IRA. Once you have made the maximum allowable contribution to these plans, you might want to
consider purchasing an annuity directly if you want additional retirement savings.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
Broadridge Investor Communication Solutions, Inc. does not provide investment, tax, or legal
advice. The information presented here is not specific to any individual's personal circumstances.
To the extent that this material concerns tax matters, it is not intended or written to be used, and
cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law.
Each taxpayer should seek independent advice from a tax professional based on his or her
individual circumstances.
These materials are provided for general information and educational purposes based upon publicly
available information from sources believed to be reliable—we cannot assure the accuracy or
completeness of these materials. The information in these materials may change at any time and
without notice.
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